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Abstract: Rapid advancements in the internet and communication domains have led to a massive
rise in the network size and the equivalent data. Consequently, several new attacks have been
created and pose several challenging issues for network security. In addition, the intrusions can
launch several attacks and can be handled by the use of intrusion detection system (IDS). Though
several IDS models are available in the literature, there is still a need to improve the detection rate
and decrease the false alarm rate. The recent developments of machine learning (ML) and deep
learning (DL)-based IDS systems are being deployed as possible solutions for effective intrusion
detection. In this work, we propose an arithmetic optimization-enabled density-based clustering with
deep learning (AOEDBC-DL) model for intelligent intrusion detection. The presented AOEDBC-DL
technique follows a data clustering process to handle the massive quantity of network data traffic.
To accomplish this, the AOEDBC-DL technique applied a density-based clustering technique and
the initial set of clusters are initialized using the arithmetic optimization algorithm (AOA). In order
to recognize and classify intrusions, a bidirectional long short term memory (BiLSTM) mechanism
was exploited in this study. Eventually, the AOA was applied as a hyperparameter tuning procedure
of the BiLSTM model. The experimental result analysis of the AOEDBC-DL algorithm was tested
using benchmark IDS datasets. Extensive comparison studies highlighted the enhancements of the
AOEDBC-DL technique over other existing approaches.

Keywords: security; intrusion detection systems; data clustering; deep learning; metaheuristics

1. Introduction

Nowadays, data security and privacy have become a primary concern, and intru-
sion detection systems (IDSs) play an essential part in cybersecurity [1]. The Industry 4.0
ecosystem is capable of collecting information, interconnecting between one another, and
processing and deciding without human intervention [2]. At present, the amount of data
traveling via network is overwhelming in terms of the velocity of the Internet links, the
volume of the information variety, and veracity of the information that is transferred [3,4].
The traditional IDS system uses the signature-based technique which assists in identify-
ing known attacks and securing the network. However, they still suffer from reduced
recognition performance and an increased false alarm rate [5].

Typically, IDS categorizes abnormal traffic as misuse and anomaly-based methods,
with all the classes having benefits and drawbacks [6]. The anomaly-based method collects
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information that characterizes normal behavior and constructs a familiarity model, and
actions deviated from the model are labeled as anomalous or suspicious. At the same
time, the misuse-based method compares the data against a predetermined set of patterns
or rules to identify network attacks [7]. However, this approach is not adaptable and is
constrained in its capability to identify formerly unnoticed attack types [8]. Although
a promising improvement accomplished by earlier studies, IDS is still a challenge. This
can be exacerbated by an abundance of available features, the higher amount of traffic
datasets, and a continuously evolving environment. Fortunately, machine learning (ML)
techniques could assist in solving major tasks involving classification, regression, and
prediction [9]. The ML technique has been efficiently applied in various applications in
intelligent IDSs involving malware detection, network traffic analysis, access logs analysis,
and spam. IDS is a proactive network security defense technique that could make up for the
limitations of conventional static security policy and thus become a reasonable complement
to conventional static defense approaches such as firewalls [10]. System administrator
security management abilities were expanded via monitoring, auditing, and response, and
reduced the workloads of system administrators.

This study emphasizes the proposal of an arithmetic optimization-enabled density-
based clustering with deep learning (AOEDBC-DL) model for intelligent intrusion detection.
The presented AOEDBC-DL technique made use of a density-based clustering technique
and the initial set of clusters were selected using the arithmetic optimization algorithm
(AOA). For intrusion detection, a bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) model
was employed. Eventually, the quantum bat algorithm (QBA) was applied as a hyperpa-
rameter tuning procedure of the BiLSTM model. The experimental result analysis of the
AOEDBC-DL algorithm was tested using benchmark IDS datasets. In short, the paper
contribution is summarized as follows.

• An intelligent AOEDBC-DL model encompassing density based clustering, AOA
based initial cluster set selection, BiLSTM intrusion detection, and QBA based hyper-
parameter tuning is presented for intrusion detection. To the best of our knowledge,
the presented AOEDBC-DL model does not exist in the literature;

• AOA was derived with a density-based clustering technique to group the data points
into a cluster and the AOA was used for optimal selection of initial cluster points;

• A new QBA was designed with a BiLSTM model for intrusion detection and the choice
of QBA helped to appropriately select the hyperparameters of the BiLSTM model;

• The performance of the AOEDBC-DL model was validated on the WSN-DS (Wireless
Sensor Networks-Dataset) dataset, which contains 15,000 samples with five class labels,
namely normal, blackhole, gray hole, flooding, and scheduling attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 offers a brief set of existing
works and Section 3 introduces the proposed AOEDBC-DL model. Section 4 provides
experimental validation and Section 5 draws the concluding remarks.

2. Literature Review

Albulayhi et al. [11] implemented and proposed a novel extraction approach and
feature selection (FS) for anomaly-based IDS. The method starts by utilizing two entropy-
based concepts (gain ratio (GR) and information gain (IG)) to extract and select appropriate
characteristics in different ratios. Next, union and intersection mathematical concepts
are used for extracting better features. Reference [12] proposed a robust wrapper FS
methodology for decreasing the processing time and enhancing the performance of the IDS.
The presented technique exploits a DE model for selecting the relevant features whereas
the ELM (Extreme Learning Machine) classifiers are used after FS to calculate the selected
feature. Li et al. [13] developed a powerful DL methodology such as AE-IDS (Auto-Encoder
Intrusion Detection) based on an RF (radio frequency) mechanism. After training, it
forecasts the outcomes with AE that effectually enhance the predictive performance and
decrease the detection time.
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Gopalakrishnan and Purusothaman [14] proposed a Higher Ranking-based Optimized
ELM (HR-OELM) based on three dissimilar classifiers to develop a smart IDS. The most
important highlight of the optimum FS is to decrease the correlation amongst the features
by providing unique data. This feature was subjected to the presented algorithm where
the Adaboost, DNN (deep neural network), and RF classifications were used. The recog-
nition accuracy can be concluded according to the higher ranking of output from three
classifications. In [15], the authors developed a hybrid ML method termed XGB-RF for IDS
attacks. The presented technique was employed for the N-BaIoT (Network-based Detection
of IoT) data, encompassing hazardous botnet attacks. RF was utilized for the XGBoost
(eXtreme Gradient Boosting) and FS classifiers have been utilized for detecting various
kinds of attacks on the IoT environment.

Upadhyay et al. [16] introduced a comprehensive structure for the IDS for smart
grids that integrates feature engineering-based pre-processing with ML classifiers. Al-
though the ML technique fine-tunes the hyper-parameter to increase the recognition rate,
the presented method focused on choosing the promising features of the data through
Gradient Boosting FS (GBFS) before employing the classification model, an integration that
enhances the execution speed and the recognition rate. GBFS makes use of the Weighted
Feature Importance (WFI) extraction model for decreasing the classifier complexity. In [17],
the authors proposed a hybrid and layered IDS that employs an integration of dissimilar
ML and FS algorithms for providing improved performance in distinct kinds of attacks.
Two new techniques were developed for the FS process. The layered structure is generated
by defining a proper ML algorithm based on the types of attack.

Ullah et al. [18] proposed a hybrid deep learning (DL) technique to identify cyberat-
tacks in the IoV. The presented technique mainly depends upon long short-term memory
(LSTM) and gated recurrent unit (GRU). The experimental validation of the presented
model can be examined on two benchmark datasets. Otoum et al. [19] combined the spider
monkey optimization (SMO) and stacked-deep polynomial network (SDPN) for attaining
an optimum detection process. The SMO algorithm chooses the optimum features in the
dataset and SDPN performs an anomaly classification process. In [20], the major cyberat-
tacks can be determined by the use of a DL model. Several security features such as DoS,
malevolent operation, data type probing, spying, scanning, intrusion detection, brute force,
web attacks, and wrong setup were examined by the use of a sparse evolutionary training
(SET)-based classification model. Nasir et al. [21] introduced a new DF-IDS (Dataframe-
Intrusion detection systems) for intrusion detection in the IoT traffic. It includes two major
stages. Initially, the selection of features from the feature matrix is performed by the use
of Spider Monkey (SM), principal component analysis (PCA), information gain (IG), and
correlation attribute evaluation (CAE). Next, the features with integrated labels can be
employed for training the deep neural network to identify intrusions.

3. The Proposed Model

In this work, we have developed a new AOEDBC-DL model for intelligent intrusion
detection. Initially, the network data were preprocessed by the AOEDBC-DL technique,
where the clustering process took place to organize the network data into several clusters by
the use of DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) model.
Then, the clustered data were passed into the BiLSTM model where the intrusions were
identified properly. To improve the intrusion detection performance, the hyperparameters
related to the BiLSTM model can be optimally chosen by the QBA. Figure 1 illustrates the
overall process of the AOEDBC-DL system.

3.1. Data Clustering Using DBSCAN Model

The AOEDBC-DL technique applied density based clustering algorithm to group the
network data. In the presented method, the DBSCAN algorithm was employed for dividing
the data into clusters of similar characteristics. The presented model is a non-parametric
spatial clustering model [22]. The key conception of the DBSCAN is that for all the clusters,
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the point count in eps distance is better than the threshold density. When the recovered
neighborhood holds minimal minPts points, a novel cluster, C is appended. The procedure
can be demonstrated in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: DBSCAN Algorithm

Input: distance ε, Dataset D, minimal cluster density minPts
Begin
C < −0
For all the P points in D, data do

If P is visited then
Carry out subsequent P

Else
Set P as visited
nbrPts <- points in neighborhood of P

End if
If |nbrPts| < minPts then

Set P as Noise
Else

C < −Newcluster
Implement Expand_Cluster_Function (P, nbrPts, C, minPts)

End if
End for

In this study, the initial set of clusters was initialized using the AOA. AOA is a novel
variety of a swarm intelligence (SI) technique presented by Mirjalili in 2020 [23]. This
technique is an easy infrastructure, has some parameters, and is simple for execution. Its
searching method is mostly controlled by fundamental mathematical operators such as
subtraction (S “− ”), division (D “÷ ”), addition (A “ + ”), and multiplication (M“× ”).
Primarily, AOA has been obtained by generating several primary arbitrary candidate
solutions ∈ (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn). Before the exploration step, Math Optimizer Accelerated
(MOA) can be estimated. Afterward, the AOA system can be established; it is the first to
enter the exploration step. MOA has been reached by the subsequent Equation (1):

MOA(CIter) = Min + CIter ×
(

Max − Min
MIter

)
, (1)
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where CIter stands for the current iteration CIter ∈ (1, MIter). Max and Min denote the
maximal and minimal values of acceleration functions. MOA(CIter) implies the function
value in tth th iteration that is attained by Equation (2):

xij(CIter + 1) =
{

best(χj) ÷ (MOP + e)×
((

ubj − lbj
)
× µ + lbj

)
, r2 < 0.5

best(xj)×MOP×
((

ubj − lbj
)
× µ + lbj

)
, r2 ≥ 0.5

, (2)

in which xi(CIter + 1) defines the ith solution from the next iteration, xij(CIter) signifies the
jth position of ith solution from the current iteration, best(xj) represents the jth position
from the optimum iteration e refers to the smaller integer number, ubj and lbj indicates the
upper and lower limits of jth position correspondingly, µ = 0.5. r1, r2, and r3 represents a
random number produced in a range of [0, 1]. Based on the division (D) or multiplication
(M) operators, they gain a distributing value or decision. These make it easy for the process
exploration mechanism, by employing multiplication (M) or division (D) as follows:

MOP(CIter) = 1−
C

1
α
Iter

M
1
α
Iter

, (3)

in which CIter implies the existing iteration, and (MIter) denotes the maximal count of
iterations. α implies the sensitive parameter that determines the increased accuracy in the
iterative procedure; in this work, α = 5.

xij(CIter + 1) =

{
best

(
xj
)
+ MOP×

((
ubj − lbj

)
× µ + lbj

)
, r3 ≥ 0.5

best(χjb −MOP×
((

ubj − lbj
)
× µ + lbj

)
, r3 < 0.5

. (4)

3.2. Intrusion Detection Using Optimal BiLSTM Model

To recognize intrusions, the BiLSTM model was utilized in this study. LSTM (Long
short-term memory) can be established by a certain memory cell to store temporary
data [24]. This infrastructure allows LSTM to recall longer-range features superior to
typical RNN (recurrent neural network). Utilizing multi-layer methods, elements of cells at
time step i at l layers from the forward direction were implemented as:

f l
i = σ(W l

( f )

→
h

l−1

i + V l
( f )

→
h

l

i−1 + bl
( f )), (5)

il
i = σ(W l

(i)

→
h

l−1

i + V l
(i)

→
h

l

i−1 + bl
(i)), (6)

0l
i = σ(W l

(0)

→
h

l−1

i + V l
(0)

→
h

l

i−1 + bl
(0)), (7)

gl
i = tanh (W l

(g)

→
h

l−1

i + V l
(g)

→
h

l

i−1 + bl
(g)), (8)

Cl
i = f l

i � Cl
i−1 + il

i � gl
i , (9)

→
h

l

i = 0l
i � tanh (Cl

i ), (10)

in which f l
i ,
→
h

l

i , il
i , 0l

i , Cl
i , and gl

i stand for the forget gate, hidden layer, input gate, output
gate, cell state, and candidate gate, correspondingly. In Equations (6)–(9), W l demonstrates
the weighted matrices betwixt cell layers (l − 1)− l, V l represents the weighted matrices
betwixt consecutive cells of layer l; also bl defines the bias vector at every layer. The bias
value and weighted matrix from the cells were distributed with length of series, thus
reducing the entire count of hidden neurons and weighted from the networks. The sigmoid
function σ and hyperbolic tangent function were utilized as activation functions and �
implies the elementwise multiplication.
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A BiLSTM is a procedure of the data from backwards as well as forwards directions

with two varying LSTM layers. The forward hidden state,
→
h

l

i , evaluated employing the

above formula, and the backward states,
←
h

l

i , are concatenated, and then provided as to the
subsequent layers:

↔
h

l

i =

→h l

i ,
←
h

l

i

, (11)

in which l = 0 represents the input layer. BDLSTM (Bidirectional Long Short-Term) is
improved at obtaining the correlation betwixt the elements in a total series with data from
both directions, alternatively recalling the feature from one direction. Additionally, with
the parameter-shared approach, the BDLSTM techniques need minimal memory to resolve
the issues compared to the typical CNN and FNN (Fuzzy Neural Network) approaches.
Figure 2 depicts the framework of BiLSTM.
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Lastly, the QBA was applied as a hyperparameter tuning procedure of the BiLSTM
model. Because of the higher exploration rate, it was utilized to estimate the search space.
Yang [25] developed the BA and created the BA based on three rules. Firstly, they stated
that the use of echolocation ability in each bat is similar, and echolocation ability realizes the
distances between prey (food) and various background barriers. Next, bat in the xi location
has velocity vi with fixed frequency fmin and differing wavelength λ0 uses loudness A0
to find food. The upper and lower boundaries are utilized for initializing the bat location
as follows:

Xij = X0 − (Xm − X0)rand. (12)

In Equation (12), Xij represents the location of jth parameter of ith bat, X0 and Xm
represent the upper and lower boundaries, correspondingly, and rand indicates a random
value within [0, 1] as follows:
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fi = f min + ( f max − f min )α; (13)

vt
i = vt−1

i +
(
xt

i − gt) fi; (14)

xt
i = xt−1

i + vt
i ; (15)

where α characterizes a random value in [0, 1], fi signifies the pulse frequency, fmin shows
the minimal frequency, and fmax indicates the maximal frequency. Moreover, gt shows
the global optimum location. xt

i and xt−1
i depicts the ith bats location at t and (t − l)

iterations, correspondingly. vt
i and vt−1

i denote the ith velocity for t and the (t− l) iterations,
correspondingly. The Doppler Effect is taken into account as follows:

fid =
(340 + vt−1

i )

(340 + vt−1
g )
× fid ×

[
1 + Ci ×

(gt
d − xt

id)∣∣gt
d − xt

id

∣∣+ ε

]
(16)

vt
id = (w× vt−1

id ) + (gt
d − xt

id) fid, (17)

xt
id = xt−1

id + vt
id, (18)

where fid signifies the ith bat frequency at d dimension, vt−1
g and vt

g signify the velocity
for the global optimal location at (t− 1)th and tth iterations, and Ci shows the number
ranges within [0, 1]. ε is introduced; hence σ2, the standard deviation, remains positive.
Moreover, w represents the weight, gt

d represents the location in the d dimension for the
global optima of t iteration. xt

id symbolizes the location in the d dimension for ith bat at
t iteration, xt−1

id signifies the location in the d dimension for ith bat at t− 1 iteration, vt
id

represents the velocity in the d dimension for ith bat at t iteration, vt−1
id indicates the velocity

in d dimension for ith bat at t− l iteration, [26]:

xt+1
id = gt

d ·
[
1 + j(0, σ2)

]
σ2 =

∣∣At
i − At∣∣+ ε. (19)

In Equation (19), xt+1
id shows the ith bat’s location in the d dimension at t + 1 iteration,

j
(
0, σ2) represents a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation of σ2,

and gt
d indicates the global optimum location in d dimension at t + 1 iteration. At

i refers to
the ith bat’s loudness. Equation (19) illustrates that the global optimum gt

d is an attractant
as follows:

xt
id = gt

d + β
∣∣mbestd − xt

id
∣∣ln( 1

u

)
, u(0, 1) < 0.5; (20)

xt
id = gt

d − β
∣∣mbestd − xt

id
∣∣ln( 1

u

)
, u(0, 1) ≥ 0.5. (21)

Now, u represents the random integer. β indicates the contraction coefficient, xt
id

denotes the ith bat’s location in the d dimension for t iteration, and mbestd shows the
average personal best in d dimension.

After formalization of a novel solution, we carefully chose various solutions and
applied a random walk as:

xn = xo + εAt. (22)

In Equation (22), At symbolizes the average loudness of bats, ε represents a random
integer, xo signifies the existing position, and xn indicates the novel location afterward the
local search. In all iterations, the subsequent equation is updating the loudness Ai and
pulse rate ri:

At+1
i = 4At

i , (23)

rt+1
i = r0

i

[
1− exp

(
−γ

t

)]
, (24)

where At+1
i denotes the ith bat’s loudness in (t + 1)th iteration and At

i signifies the ith
bat’s loudness in tth iteration. r0

i represents the ith bat’s early pulse rate, γ and4 denotes
constant value, and rt+1

i symbolizes the ith bat’s pulse rate at (t + 1)th iteration.
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4. Performance Validation

In this section, the intrusion detection results of the AOEDBC-DL model were studied
on the WSN-DS dataset [27]. The dataset includes 15,000 samples with five class labels as
represented in Table 1. Each class holds a set of 3000 samples.

Table 1. Dataset details.

Label Class No. of Samples for Experiment

C-1 Normal 3000
C-2 Blackhole 3000
C-3 Grayhole 3000
C-4 Flooding 3000
C-5 Scheduling Attacks 3000

Total Number of Samples 15,000

The confusion matrices attained by the AOEDBC-DL model on the test WSN-DS
dataset under different experiments are depicted in Figure 3. The AOEDBC-DL model has
categorized all the classes accurately and automatically. For instance, with Experiment-1,
the AOEDBC-DL model has recognized 19.22% of samples under C-1, 19.39% of sam-
ples under C-2, 19.55% of samples under C-3, 19.23% of samples under C-4, and 19.49%
of samples under C-5. Next to that, with Experiment-3, the AOEDBC-DL method has
identified 19.75% of samples under C-1, 19.79% of samples under C-2, 19.78% of samples
under C-3, 19.85% of samples under C-4, and 19.72% of samples under C-5. At last, with
Experiment-5, the AOEDBC-DL approach has categorized 19.63% of samples under C-1,
19.68% of samples under C-2, 19.64% of samples under C-3, 19.78% of samples under C-4,
and 19.61% of samples under C-5.
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The intrusion recognition results of the AOEDBC-DL model are examined in Table 2
and Figure 4. The outcomes established that the AOEDBC-DL model recognized the
intrusions proficiently. For example, in Experiment-1, the AOEDBC-DL model offered an
average accuy of 98.75%, sensy of 96.88%, specy of 99.22%, Fscore of 96.88%, and MCC of
96.10%. Concurrently, in Experiment-3, the AOEDBC-DL algorithm has gained an average
accuy of 99.55%, sensy of 98.88%, specy of 99.72%, Fscore of 98.88%, and MCC of 98.60%.
Simultaneously, in Experiment-4, the AOEDBC-DL system has gained an average accuy
of 99.70%, sensy of 99.25%, specy of 99.81%, Fscore of 99.25%, and MCC of 99.07%. Finally,
in Experiment-5, the AOEDBC-DL algorithm has accomplished an average accuy of 99.34%,
sensy of 98.35%, specy of 99.59%, Fscore of 98.35%, and MCC of 97.93%.

Table 2. Result analysis of AOEDBC-DL system with distinct measures and class labels.

Labels Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Fscore MCC

Experiment-1

C-1 98.59 96.10 99.21 96.45 95.57
C-2 98.73 96.93 99.18 96.82 96.02
C-3 98.91 97.73 99.21 97.30 96.62
C-4 98.89 96.17 99.58 97.20 96.52
C-5 98.64 97.47 98.93 96.63 95.78

Average 98.75 96.88 99.22 96.88 96.10

Experiment-2

C-1 99.37 98.63 99.55 98.42 98.02
C-2 99.41 98.73 99.58 98.52 98.15
C-3 99.46 98.67 99.66 98.65 98.31
C-4 99.51 98.70 99.71 98.77 98.46
C-5 99.33 97.93 99.68 98.31 97.89

Average 99.41 98.53 99.63 98.53 98.17

Experiment-3

C-1 99.51 98.73 99.71 98.78 98.48
C-2 99.53 98.93 99.68 98.82 98.52
C-3 99.61 98.90 99.79 99.03 98.79
C-4 99.61 99.23 99.70 99.02 98.77
C-5 99.50 98.60 99.72 98.75 98.44

Average 99.55 98.88 99.72 98.88 98.60
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Table 2. Cont.

Labels Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Fscore MCC

Experiment-4

C-1 99.71 98.80 99.94 99.28 99.10
C-2 99.71 99.40 99.78 99.27 99.08
C-3 99.66 99.60 99.68 99.15 98.94
C-4 99.77 99.10 99.93 99.41 99.27
C-5 99.66 99.37 99.73 99.15 98.94

Average 99.70 99.25 99.81 99.25 99.07

Experiment-5

C-1 99.31 98.17 99.60 98.28 97.85
C-2 99.30 98.40 99.52 98.25 97.82
C-3 99.34 98.20 99.62 98.35 97.94
C-4 99.45 98.90 99.58 98.62 98.28
C-5 99.29 98.07 99.60 98.23 97.79

Average 99.34 98.35 99.59 98.35 97.93
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The training accuracy (TRacc) and validation accuracy (VLacc) acquired through the
AOEDBC-DL system under the test database is exhibited in Figure 5. The simulation result
stated that the AOEDBC-DL algorithm has realized increased values of TRacc and VLacc.
Notably, the VLacc appears to be superior to TRacc.
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Figure 5. TRacc and VLacc analysis of AOEDBC-DL system.

The training loss (TRloss) and validation loss (VLloss) realized by the AOEDBC-DL
methodology under the test database are displayed in Figure 6. The simulation result
pointed out that the AOEDBC-DL system has achieved decreased values of TRloss and
VLloss. The VLloss is less than TRloss.
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Figure 6. TRloss and VLloss analysis of AOEDBC-DL system.

An apparent precision recall examination of the AOEDBC-DL system under the test
database is showcased in Figure 7. The figure shows that the AOEDBC-DL methodology
has resulted in higher values of precision recall value under different classes.
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A detailed ROC (receiver operator characteristic) analysis of the AOEDBC-DL ap-
proach under the test database is established in Figure 8. The outcomes referring to the
AOEDBC-DL algorithm have exhibited their capability to classify varying classes.
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To exhibit the superior performance of the AOEDBC-DL model, a detailed study
analysis has been performed, shown in Table 3 and Figure 9 [28]. The experimental values
imply that the AOEDBC-DL model has shown enhanced results over other models. Based
on accuy, a higher accuy of 99.70% is accomplished by the AOEDBC-DL model. In contrast,
the KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor), KNN-PSO, KNN-AOA, AdaBoost, GB, and XGBoost
models have shown decreased accuy values of 98.16%, 97.60%, 97.15%, 96.97%, 96.59%,
and 95.41% correspondingly. Alternatively, with respect to Fscore, the AOEDBC-DL model
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has revealed superior Fscore values of 98.54%, 95.98%, 96.27%, 95.81%, 98.28%, and 96.52%
respectively. Thus, the AOEDBC-DL model has assured the enhanced intrusion detection
outcomes of the AOEDBC-DL model.

Table 3. Comparative analysis of AOEDBC-DL system with existing algorithms [28].

Methods Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Fscore

AOEDBC-DL 99.70 99.25 99.81 99.25
KNN 98.16 98.32 97.01 98.54

KNN-PSO 97.60 98.62 96.58 95.98
KNN-AOA 97.15 96.30 98.64 96.27
AdaBoost 96.97 97.19 97.40 95.81

Gradient Boosting 96.59 97.96 95.60 98.28
XGBoost 95.41 96.05 98.47 96.52
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5. Conclusions

In this work, we have developed a new AOEDBC-DL model for intelligent intrusion
detection. The presented AOEDBC-DL technique first carried out the data clustering pro-
cess to handle the massive quantity of network data traffic. The AOEDBC-DL technique
applied a density-based clustering technique and the initial set of clusters were initialized
using the AOA. To recognize intrusions, the QBA with the BiLSTM model was utilized
in this study. The experimental result analysis of the AOEDBC-DL algorithm was tested
using benchmark IDS datasets. Extensive comparison studies highlighted the enhance-
ments of the AOEDBC-DL technique over other existing approaches. Thus, the presented
AOEDBC-DL model can be applied to recognizing intrusions in the network. In the future,
the performance of the AOEDBC-DL algorithm can be boosted by the feature selection and
feature reduction processes.
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